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Mercy Update Story: ‘’THE MIRACLE of AVIV BAR’’
One year has passed since the tragic terrorist truck-ramming event overlooking Jerusalem
where the lives of four young IDF cadets were brutally murdered, leaving fifteen injured for
life!
One courageous 19-year old survivor was Aviv Bar who fought for her life many weeks in
the hospital until her prayers were answered. Our ‘Hands of Mercy’ team plus Chinese friends
were honored to share in this special ‘Miracle’, as can be seen from the attached ‘original’
story.
MERCY UPDATE:
After a year of recovery, Aviv (Hebrew: for Spring) is now a new person, thanks to all your
concern and faithful prayers!
Aviv has remarkably recovered and now returned to
serve in the IDF…giving much praise to G-D for His
mercy and healing!
So ‘’Thank-You’’ for the special role you and your
congregation play with our IDF (Israeli Defense Forces),
as you pray for their continued protection, in the face of our enemy’s daily attempts to take
the lives of innocent civilians and courageous young soldiers like Aviv, in their heinous plans
to destroy this Covenant-Land and People!
For Israel’s Promised Redemption…
Ye’shi Reinhardt and our Mercy Team
_________________________________________________
Should you and your congregation wish information on how you can symbolically
‘Adopt’ a courageous ‘lonely IDF soldier’ who struggles without a supportive family in Israel,
‘’Click Here’’ for Details.
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HA N DS OF MER C Y I S R A E L
VICTIM STORY: AVIV BAR (19)
JAN 8, 2017 JERUSALEM TRUCK-RAMMING
A bus of young Israeli soldiers in training was at a scenic overview of Jerusalem to hear
a professional tour guide explain about the unique
history of the area. As the group exited the bus, a
big construction truck, driven by an Arab from the
nearby village of Jabel Mukaber, suddenly without
warning, swerved his rapidly moving vehicle from
the roadway, ramming into the group of standing
soldiers.

Amid the tragic confusion, it took a few
seconds for the soldiers to realize what actually
was happening…that this was not just a tragic
accident but a terrorist attack…as the driver
continued to recklessly ram his truck into and
over the stunned and injured cadets.

Many tried to run for safety while others were
brutally crushed by the rampaging truck, leaving four tragically murdered and fifteen
seriously wounded before the driver was shot and killed by other nearby soldiers.
Among the critically injured was young 19 year old soldiers named, Aviv Bar from
Modiin who was critically injured, unconscious and
rushed to a nearby hospital.
Hearing of the tragedy, our ‘Hands of Mercy’ team
hurriedly traveled from Sde’rot to visit her and the
other injured soldiers, yet was not allowed due to the
security procedure of only allowing immediate family
in the Intensive Care unit.
Connected to a breathing machine, Aviv
struggled between life and death for three long
weeks, surrounded by her family and their
prayers. While waiting, we kept in
communication, praying with them for a miracle
in Aviv and her other soldier friend’s conditions.
At long last, on Thursday. January 20th, she
began to breathe on her own.
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Following a series of treatments, she was transferred to the Orthopedic Department,
allowing us to come and visit her with other family and close friends who stood around
the bed and prayed for her recovery.
The young soldier, Aviv was very excited and warmly thanked everyone, saying "You
gave me the strength to get back to where I am…thanks to you all…for together we will
continue to live in Israel."
On Monday Aviv's mother called us to tell us that Aviv was transferred to the
Recovery department, where she was able to get out of her bed and walk for the first
time after the terror attack! Halleluiah, our prayers were heard and we keep accompany
her with our calls and visits.
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